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The Museum has received support to develop a plan that will 
address climate resilience, immersive learning, and play along 
its Harborwalk on Fort Point Channel. The international planning 
and design firm, Sasaki Associates, has been selected to lead the 
planning of this vanguard design project. 

On March 18, 2018, Boston Children’s Museum briefly became an 
island. A severe storm combined with the highest tides of the 
month pushed icy floodwaters onto Congress and Sleeper streets. 
The events of that winter brought the issue of flooding home to 
many Bostonians, and gave increased urgency to the city’s climate 
resiliency efforts.

The project will address three key areas: mitigating the potential 
damage from flooding, enhancing the accessibility of the Fort Point 
waterfront, and tapping the full potential of the Harborwalk to 
provide an immersive learning and play experience. The design 
process will focus on creating interaction with the natural 
environment of the channel and harbor, and exploring the marine 
life at our doorstep—an asset that now goes largely unnoticed. 
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A Message from Carole
In our most recent fiscal year, over 
560,000 visitors experienced the 
joy of creative exploration and 
discovery at the Museum, a unique 
destination where play and learn-
ing converge. Boston Children’s 
Museum is recognized as an 
institution pushing the boundaries 
of what a children’s museum can be,  
addressing the many dimensions of 
raising happy, healthy, and resilient 
children. While kids are spending 
more time on screens from a very 
early age, the Museum is focused on 
creating environments that prioritize 
the physical, spatial, and social inter-
actions that connect us to the world 
and each other. Thank you for your 
continued support. I hope you enjoy 
this issue of Playtimes!

Sincerely,

Carole Charnow, President & CEO
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On Saturday, June 15, the family of Martin Richard, 
the youngest victim of the 2013 Boston Marathon 
bombing, joined hundreds of community members 
for the opening of Martin’s Park, located adjacent 
to the Museum on the Smith Family Waterfront on 
Fort Point Channel. Bill, Denise, Henry, and Jane 
Richard were joined by Massachusetts Governor 
Charlie Baker, City of Boston Mayor Marty Walsh, 
Boston Children’s Museum’s President and CEO 
Carole Charnow, and many others to celebrate the 
opening of this climate-resilient exploration park. 

While this accessible Boston park includes many 
exciting elements such as a ship, amphitheater, and 
water play feature, it also honors the memory of 
all five victims of the Boston Marathon tragedy— 
Martin Richard, Krystle Campbell, Lingzi Lu, 
Sean Collier, and Dennis Simmonds—with five 
cherry trees planted to celebrate each of their 
lives. Thanks to the support of many corporate, 
foundation, and private donors, an endowment  
for the care and maintenance of the park has 
been established through the organization, 
Friends of Martin’s Park. 

On Twitter, Mayor Walsh noted that the park 
is “where Martin’s spirit will always be alive in 
Boston. Because of the work of the Richard 
family, countless families will come together  
at this park and share in the love, compassion, 
and hope one special young boy taught us.”  

Martin’s Park Opens 
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The Museum has received support to fund the development of a plan that 

will address climate resilience solutions as well as creative options for tapping 

the potential for immersive learning and play along the Harborwalk and Fort 

Point Channel. 

In addition to addressing the engineering issues of flood mitigation, the design 

will support the many existing uses of the Harborwalk, while dramatically 

increasing access to the channel and harbor. The design process will focus 

on creating interactions with the natural environment of the channel and  

harbor, and exploring the marine life at our doorstep—an asset that now 

goes largely unnoticed. Design approaches will consider new promontories,  

interaction with the water, and a “living coastlines” approach, adding salt marsh 

or tide pool habitat. Rather than something that you walk past to get to the 

Museum, the harbor and amazing cityscape that surrounds us will become 

the basis for exploration and discovery.  

The Museum has a long-standing commitment to developing spaces and 

exhibits designed to be accessible and usable for all its visitors. The waterfront  

master plan will reflect the principles of universal design, stressing design  

not only for those with disabilities, but equally, for parents with strollers, 

young children who need a quiet space, senior caregivers, and indeed, all 

families. This commitment will inform all stages of the waterfront project.

The Museum Waterfront Initiative
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True resiliency is much more than mitigation and risk reduction; it’s  
a way to work in harmony with the environment and our community. 
The visionary process the Museum is embarking on will create 
a physical environment that provides a profound opportunity to 
embrace the intersecting roles that natural systems, community, 
and the built environment play in supporting resiliency.
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NOTE: The concept graphic above  
is for illustrative purposes only, and  

 it does not reflect an actual or final 
 design solution.

AC C E S S I B L E

CONGRESS STREET

SEAPORT BLVD.

FORT POINT CHANNEL

Implications of sea level rise to the Museum Fort Point Channel site.

Source: Coastal Resilience Solutions for South Boston, October, 2018.

Waterfront Initiative (continued)

Design approaches will consider new promontories,  
interaction with the water, and a “living coastlines” 
approach, adding salt marsh or tide pool habitat.  
Rather than something that you walk past to  
get to the Museum, the harbor and amazing  
cityscape that surrounds us will become 
the basis for exploration and discovery.

The Museum’s Waterfront Initiative will be 
in the forefront of a series of projects transforming  
Fort Point Channel from a largely inaccessible, industrial arm 
of the harbor to a major public amenity for Boston. The Museum’s  
project will provide visionary leadership and will lead the way with an 
innovative design harmonizing the built and natural environment.

Note: The concept graphic to the right is for illustrative purposes only,  
and it does not reflect on actual or final design solutions.
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In 1978, Boston Children’s Museum built its original
PlaySpace, an experimental exhibit created 
exclusively for very young children and their care- 
givers. The experiment was a huge success in  
Boston and beyond, launching a national focus 
on young children in museums, and being replicated  
in museums and other venues internationally.

Since then, PlaySpace has gone through many 
iterations, the most recent in 2000. In 2016, the 
Museum launched a major initiative to reimagine 
the space. Informed by over 40 years of experience, 
current research on child development, input from 
early learning specialists, conversations with 
visitors, and observations of how kids play, a new 
design has been developed and construction 
is taking place through the fall of 2019. 

The all-new PlaySpace is a nurturing, develop-
mentally appropriate environment where children 
ages three and under and their caregivers can 
explore, discover, connect, and wonder. Infants 
and toddlers can learn about themselves and 
the world around them. Adults can learn about 
their young children and the importance of early 
experiences. And adults and young children can 
build relationships and experience delight in 
playing together.

The new exhibit reflects the need for young children 
to explore both independently and with their adults, 
take age-appropriate risks, engage in rich pretend 
play, experiment with and manipulate sensory 
materials, and climb, slide, jump, and explore—all 
in a safe space built just for them. PlaySpace also 
supports infants, toddlers, and their caregivers by 
offering carefully designed amenities, including 
areas for eating, feeding, and relaxing within the 
staffed space.

Reimagining PlaySpace

PMS 2305 C PMS 7741 CPMS 3285 C

PMS 2310 C

Stacked PlaySpace logo

Horizontal PlaySpace logo
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In line with the Museum’s mission to engage both 
children and their parents or caregivers in joyful 
discovery experiences, this summer the Museum’s 
STEAM team began hosting a popular series of 
STEAM Family Workshops. The hour-long, hands-
on science, technology, engineering, art, and math 
workshops seek to promote STEAM skills for inter-
generational audiences. By introducing new tools 
and techniques to workshop attendees, creative and 
critical thinking skills are built and strengthened to 
create a pathway toward innovative mindsets both 
in and outside of the classroom. Throughout the 
summer, STEAM Family Workshops included Learn to 
Solder, Screen Printing, Making Play Dough, and even 
an Engineering Challenge, which allowed visitors the 
chance to create model penguin enclosures for a zoo. 

Following the initial workshops earlier this year, over 
70% of adult attendees surveyed indicated that they 
learned something new either about themselves or 
their children by attending the workshop, noting also 
that the skills most often used were problem solving, 
thinking creatively, and using tools. By providing 
families the opportunity for a shared learning 
experience, attendees are able to better communicate 
with family members about their interests, discoveries, 

and learning styles. On occasion, three generations 
of one family have attended the STEAM Family 
Workshop together, allowing for very special 
family memories to be made. You never outgrow 
the power of play and discovery, and the Museum 
welcomes this opportunity to provide interactive 
learning experiences for the entire family. 
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STEAM Family Workshop Program

During the first week of August, Boston Children’s 
Museum hosted its “Celebrate Studio Ghibli” event, 
reaching over 12,000 visitors and introducing many 
to the amazing art and storytelling aspects of 
the Japanese film studio, Studio Ghibli. Activities 
included music and dance, story circles, maker 
workshops, and Japanese arts and games.

“Celebrate Studio Ghibli” is part of an ongoing 
effort in making the Museum’s Japanese House 
programs more multidimensional and in-depth in 
cultural storytelling. Having an authentic 130-year-
old Japanese house as an exhibit, the Museum’s 
cultural storytelling in this exhibit tends to focus 
heavily on the historical and traditional parts of the 
Japanese culture. This type of interpretation can 
become problematic as it treats the culture as one-
dimensional, potentially perpetuating stereotypes. 
Projects such as “Celebrate Studio Ghibli” help make 
the Japanese House’s programs and interpretations 
more dynamic and engaging for audience members, 
while celebrating contemporary Japanese culture.  

The Museum’s Culture and Performing Arts team 
is grateful for the support of community partners 
of this event, including GKIDS & Studio Ghibli Fest, 
Anime Boston, Japan Society of Boston, Professor 
Susan Napier of Tufts University, corporate and 
Japan Program volunteers and The Consulate 
General of Japan in Boston, a program sponsor.

Celebrate Studio Ghibli 
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A Year in Review – Fiscal Year 2019

Visitors to Boston Children’s Museum

566,000

63,291
Attendees to KidStage performances

Museum member families

12,731

156
Birthday parties celebrated  
at the Museum

Children visiting the Museum as part of  
a school, camp, or community group

26,141

Visitors to Free Fun Fridays  
celebration sponsored by the  
Highland Street Foundation

6,948

School group students visiting 
the Japanese House exhibit

3,090

Attendees to Boston Grown-Ups  
Museum nights

4,305

Visitors taking part in the Museum’s 
special needs programs

3,505

33
Visiting artist  
workshops

47
Corporate and  
private events

229
Live music and  
dance performances

49,887
TJX $1 Friday Night visitors

Attendees to the annual  
Countdown to Kindergarten  
celebration

1,221

Visitors to the 2018 Boston 
Mini Maker Faire

4,528

Attendees to Wheelock Family Theatre at 
Boston University’s Elephant and Piggie’s: 
“We Are in a Play!” performances

2,258

STEAM–focused  
programs and  
workshops

123

Museum goers reached by Boston Children’s Museum 
traveling exhibits

382,000

Approximate number of teachers, parents, and students 
reached by the Museum’s afterschool and out-of-
school learning resource, beyondthechalkboard.org

300,000

Approximate number of people and  
institutions served by community outreach 
and Museum consulting activities

10,000

1,221
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Faith Johnson is the Arts 
Program Manager on the 
STEAM team at Boston 
Children’s Museum. She joined 
the Museum in September 
of 2017 to run the Art Lab 
and bring local and national 
artists to The Gallery exhibit 
and public art spaces outside 
the Museum. 

 
Faith has been facilitating creativity with communities 
and individuals of all ages and abilities for over 
20 years. She has engaged after-school programs, 
summer camps, public schools, community centers, 
and programs for kids and adults with disabilities. 
Faith has worked with organizations such as; 
Inquilinos Boricuas en Acción, VSA Boston, 
ArtScience Prize, Gateway Arts, MassArt’s Center 

for Community Art and Partnerships, and Harvard 
Medical School to name a few. In addition to being 
an arts educator, community artist, and curator, she 
is also an exhibiting artist and runs a small business 
(Full-Circle-Arts) that focuses on contemplative 
creativity workshops for adults. In short, she loves 
all things creative!

Some of Faith’s favorite things at the Museum are 
coming up with engaging and innovative themes 
like Sound Art for the Art Lab and connecting those 
themes to real world artists and their practices in 
accessible and joyful ways. Her favorite Museum 
Gallery exhibit to curate so far has been Umpy 
Lundersphere, an exhibit made up of giant inflatable 
sculptures by Scottish American artist Claire Ashley. 
One of these inflatable sculptures can still be seen 
just outside the Art Lab hanging from the ceiling. 

Boston Children’s Museum is thrilled to be hosting 
Wearable Art 2019. This installation was curated by 
James Mason, Associate Professor at MassArt, and 
features pieces designed by students in the MassArt 
Fashion Design Department. The show is on display 
now through November 7th.

Wearable Art 2019 features the creations of under-
graduate students studying in the Fashion Design 
Department of MassArt. All of the pieces in the show 
are non-textiles, meaning they are made using materials 
other than fabric. On display are pieces made from 
wigs, zip ties, clothespins, jump ropes, and more. The 
exhibit invites visitors to look closely to see if they 
can identify the materials used to create each piece.

MassArt’s Fashion Design department was established in 
1907 and is one of the oldest fashion programs in the 
country. Teachers and students in the program study 
classic principles, bold innovations, and the interplay 
between the two across the process of creation. 

Staff Highlight: Faith Johnson 

MassArt’s Wearable Art 2019


